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S ince the earliest days of its existence, the Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints has often been
negatively perceived in the public mind. Nine-

teenth century attitudes toward the Saints were usually
based on sensational accounts of Mormon theocracy,
communitarianism, and, especially, plural marriage.
Similar prejudices were promoted in the first decade of this
century when exposes of the "Mormon menace" were
published in various "muckraking" magazines including
Pearson’s, McClure’s, and Cosmopolitian.

The effects of this journalism crossed the Atlantic and
caused the English to have negative impressions of the
Church as well. As James B. Allen and Glen M. Leonard
have written, British religious and political leaders upset
"by the erosion of Victorian moral standards.., decided to
let Mormonism represent the evils of immoral living, and
rumors of the survival of plural marriage became a central
theme in their lectures, rallies, movies and novels."1 Even
as late as the 1920’s, such films as Trapped by the Mormons,
portrayed LDS missionaries as "mesmeric villans who
would stop at nothing to delude the fair young women of
England and lure them away to Utah."2

In light of this, it is interesting to examine an exchange of
letters between a British Anglican, Wm. Seelly, and
Franklin Spencer Spalding, Episcopal Bishop of Utah. The
letters, which are housed at the University of Utah Special
Collections department, not only reveal the state of mind
of many British clergymen toward the Mormons but also
document the efforts of one American minister who--
though opposed to Mormonism and committed to
exposing what he considered its fallacies--believed that
critics of the Mormon Church should base their examina-
tions on fact and not on emotionalism.

July 5, 1910
Yorkshire, England

My Lord,
At the request of...Ripon Diocese, I venture...to

approach your Lordship with an earnest appeal for any
sort of information as to the effect upon women of the
teachings of the so-called "Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter Day Saints". Very active steps are taken here
by... agents of this sect to win adherents, and many
women converts leave our large manufacturing towns
for unknown destinations, and mystery surrounds
what becomes of them, what the inducements togo may
be, and what "religious" doctrines they are ultimately
taught.

I say ultimately taught because the first and public
teachings of this sect are little more open to objection
than those of other sects. Their printed matter and
public-square preachings are specious and guarded.

We are aware of the origins, tenets, and subsequent
history of this sect; and its agents have been challenged
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to deny (1) that it teaches, either publically or privately,
polygamy to be God’s will for men: (2) that if they deny
this, that they are pledged, and pledge others to believe
it: (3) that Mormons would practice polygamy or its
equivalent publically today if USA law did not penalize
the practice.

To (1) and (2) we have obtained only grudging replies.
Mr. [Charles W.] Penrose...denies that polygamy is
taught, but evades the question as to the obligation to
believe in it. He declares that the Mormon Church
entirely forbids, by recent "revelation", the practice of
polygamy privately, and that the stringency of USA law
and USA officials makes any such practice impossible ....

...we are most anxious, before taking thoughtful
action, to ascertain:

I Whether or not this sect really is, today, free from
suspicion of any kind, of tampering with women
converts in matters sexual, especially after obtaining
control and influence over them abroad?

II Whether the subsequent life (and practices) of
Mormon converts in Mormon homes etc., justifies their
contention that it is so?

III Or, whether, on the other hand, we are ourselves
justified in taking measures against Mormonism, and in
warning our women against its incessant efforts to
proselytize?

We confess to a present belief that this task is our
duty, because either secretly or openly, Mormonism
upholds polygamy as a religious duty, at least in its belief
and teaching, and possibly in its secret practices of
"religion"....

Are we... justified in this belief, or do we wrong these men in
suspecting them?

Your Lordship will observe that we concern ourselves
entirely with Mormon influence on Christian womenm
the broad general question of sexual relations is not
touched.

This limitation of our interest to Christians is
designed (1)...to clear the ground from other than
Christian fundamentals (2) because we conceive it
possible, that Mormon Elders may satisfy a [Christian]
woman’s conscience by appeals made to her in the name
of our Lord and soon effect her seduction as an act of
self-sacrifice to Him, and extol her as a martyr to the
exegencies of the "evil USA law", when she seeks a
public recognition of a secret "religious" union.

If the Mormon agents are to be relied upon, their
p~rsistent and emphatic denials here, that any of these
suspicions are justified, would seem to make any further
action superfluous. But the fact remains that women
from the moment of their conversion to Mormonism
have their lips sealed concerning any matter referring to
their new religious environment, and this in itself
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"Is this sect really free from suspicion of
tampering with women converts in
matters sexual?"

suggests peculiar dangers as underlying their future,
especially with the undeniable antecedents of Mormon-
ism prominent in the background.

It is, moreover, well known that our millhands have
weary lives, little prospect of alleviation, only few joys
and colours to brighten them, and, in consequence our
ill-taught and unwary sisters are readily suseptible to
allurements such as Utah "emigration agents" spread
before them. Indeed the very risk forms no small
attraction to such girls as ours.

...we earnestly and respectfully beg for your...
advice and guidance on the following points as well as
those mentioned above.

I Is this "Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day
Saints" free from suspicion that it inculcates or practices
un-Christian relations sexually with women?

II What facts may we advance by way of warning
our women against the agents of the "Church of Jesus
Christ?"

III Can any of these facts be founded on official
evidence, e.g., the Mormon birthrate in comparison
with its registered marriages--the punishments of
Mormons in penitentiaries etc.

IV Is there any suspicion, or evidence prompting
suspicion, that religious secret ceremonies are made to
evade the civil law, and so religiously to sanction illicit
unions of women with one Mormon?

Our apologies for troubling your Lordship at such
length, but.., we keep the subject open in the interests
of public morality and in anxiety as to the fate of
Christian emigrants to Mormon homes ....

I have the honor to be Your Lordship’s
faithful servant in Christ

Win. Seelly3

Spalding’s first contact with Mormonism came in 1905
when he became Bishop of the Diocese of Utah. Shortly
after his arrival in Salt Lake City, he began studying the
Mormon standard works. After that he turned his
attention to the writings of John A. Widtsoe, James E.
Talmage, B. H. Roberts, and others. He became conversant
with much of the anti-Mormon literature of the day. His
study of Mormonism was complemented by his contacts
with many Church members both in the hierarchy and on
the local level, as he traveled throughout his diocese.
Spalding viewed his bishop’s role as twofold: to seek the
"enlightenment and conversion not simply of Mormons,
but of Mormonism,"4 and to educate his follow Episcopa-
lians about Mormon theology and contemporary condi-
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tions in Utah from a position of knowledge and fairness.
This two-fold approach is clear in his response to Seelly.

Manoach, Grousemount Station
Bailey, P. O. Colo.

Rev. Win. Seely July 29, ’10
My Dear Sir

I am very grateful to you for you letter .... It is most
imperative that you should have accurate information
because the Mormon takes advantage of all misrepre-
sentation. If he is able to deny one false charge against
his system, he feels that he has completely vindicated it
and persuades others that all criticism is false. With
reference to Mr. Penrose and the information he has
given you, I am sending you a book of his which is on
sales now in Salt Lake, and which will give you a fair idea
of Mormon Theology. On pages 66-67 you will find Mr.
Penrose’s real belief about marriage. He is himself a
polygamist and like other polygamists believes in it. And
yet, the practice of polygamy is...dying out. The
younger generation of Mormons do not want to practice
it, and the belief is therefore theoretical rather than
practical.

Taking as their basis St. Luke X-1...one order of
ministers.., is called "the Seventies". This is the
missionary order and... 1800-2400 of its members are
assigned to foreign duty. Most of these foreign
missionaries are young men who go to make a record for
themselves. Their duty is to give people everywhere a
good impression of Mormonism, to secure adherents
who shall become emigrants to Utah and to confirm
themselves in the Mormon faith. The leaders know that
if a man can be made to say anything enough times, and
be subject to a degree of opposition while saying it, it will
make a bigot of him. In the case of the Mormon
missionary this result usually follows. I feel very sure
that there is no deliberate attempt to convert young
women. Indeed, if they can take their choice, they would
rather secure as converts men and families because all
Mormons pay tithes to the head of the Church and men
with families would pay more in tithes than young
women. Nor is it true that these women converts are
used for immoral purposes, nor are they made plural
wives. That has not happened except in very exceptional
cases for the last ten years or more. If more female
converts are made than male converts it is because the
young, well-dressed, glib Mormon missionary appeals
more strongly to young women than anyone else. And,
as you say, the.., uninteresting lot of your working girls
makes his description of the free life and personal
freedom of the western part of the U.S. especially
attractive. The foreigners who come to Utah are well
cared for. The young women find employment in stores
and as domestic servants at good wages. Those who
wish to own land are assisted in settling on land either
owned by the Mormon Church--for they own large
tracts--or on public lands which under easy terms may
be had from the government, and money is loaned them
at fair interest to buy equipment. In return for this they
must be good loyal members of the church and pay their
tithes. They are a sociable people. In a new town even
before they build a meeting house they erect a dance hall
where two or three times a week dances are held. The
Bishop (there are 700 Bishops in Utah) opens and



closes.., with prayer. In this way the young people are
thrown together and early marriages are encouraged.
Possibly moral conditions are not always what they
ought to be and yet they are probably not much worse in
Utah than elsewhere. This then is your answer to your I
question as to the Mormon teaching and practice in sex
relations.

III There are still in Utah and in the Mormon
colonies in Alberta, Canada and Mexico possibly 800
polygamous households. At first the law was strictly
enforced and all polygamists fined and jailed. But it was
found that this procedure strengthened rather than
weakened polygamy. It made martyrs and heroes of
those whom it was intended to disgrace. Those
prosecutions have therefore been stopped and polyg-
amy is slowly but surely dying out. By the highest
estimate not more than 120 plural marriages have been
entered into since 1892 [sic] when a manifesto
suspending its practice was issued by the President of
the Mormon Church. Those who before that time had
entered into polygamy--by a tacit agreement are not
disturbed, and I believe in twenty years at the farthest
polygamy will be a thing of the past.

II I believe your best method of warning your
women is to help them see clearly what a crude-
distorted-improbable religion Mormonism really is and
to disillusionize them as to the milk and honey picture of
Utah life the enthusiastic young missionary gives them.
I am informed by one who knows that 70% of the
emigrants who come to Utah are sadly disappointed.
You can assure them that there are no better chances for
them in Utah than in the British colonies or other
western states and you can point out that though the
money loaned them at 6% seems a liberal and generous
proposal--they must remember the tithing which
makes the interest 16%.

IV As to the mysterious secret ceremonies in the
Mormon Temple, I am sure that today these are
superstitious and silly rather than immoral. The
Mormon believes in what he calls "celestial marriage". In
the Temple, men and women are married not until
death parts them but "for time and eternity". As they
believe in the literal resurrection of the flesh, they assert
that children are begotten in the other world as this.
Since unmarried women can not inherit the highest
glory, maidens who die unmarried or those not
fortunate enough to secure men in this life, may in one
of the four temples be "sealed" to either dead or living
men and in the future life where no U.S. law will
prevent, they will enjoy the blessings of matrimony and
win a higher degree of glory. One other rite is practiced
in the Temple, i.e. "Baptism for the Dead". I Cor. XV:29
is their proof text. Since only those who are baptized can
attain even the lowest glory and only Mormon baptism
is valid, the living can be baptized for the dead. True
Mormons assert that Christ will come to the earth for
1000 years before the day of judgement, that he will
bring with him a list of the entire human family and that
they will spend the 1000 years being baptized by proxy
for everybody and so accomplish universal salvation. I
think you will agree with me that such ceremonies are
hardly worth coming to America to enjoy. If converts in
England who have been partially taken into the
Mormon Church refuse to talk about it, it is because

Spaulding saw his role as seeking the
"enlightenment and conversion not
simply of Mormons, but of Mormonism."

they are taught to think of their baptism vows as
induction into a secret order.

... Please do not hesitate to ask any other questions,
and if any of your people come to Utah please send me
their names and if possible their proposed address so
that our missionaries may look them up and if they need,
assist them. Though I am sure that you will agree with
me that in this case prevention is better than the cure.

yours faithfully,
F. S. Spalding6

Spalding was not an apologist for the Mormons. He did,
however, believe that examinations of the LDS faith
should be based on fairness, rationality and accurate
information and not on emotionalism. His efforts in this
regard earned him the respect if not the agreement of
many Mormons. B. H. Roberts, for example, called him"an
honorable opponent" who had the ability of "making a
distinction between what he regarded as the error in the
beliefs of people and the people themselves."7

Though Bishop Spalding is most generally remembered
today for his critical study of the abilities of the Prophet
Joseph Smith as a translator, using the Book of Abraham
plates as a test case, these letters indicate that Spalding was
a student of Mormonism who sought to educate his fellow
co-religionists as to the true nature of Mormonism.8
Moreover, by looking through the eyes of a knowledgable
non-Mormon, we are able to gain a better understanding
today of the attitudes of some toward the Church in a
crucial period.
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